
SWING DOWN, CHARIOT
Measure 3 Face right, arms crossed at chest, lean backward 2 beats then forward 2 beats.
Measure 4 Left thumb “hitchhike” turning body from right to left.
Measure 5 Face left, arms crossed at chest, lean backward 2 beats, then forward 2 beats
Measure 6 Right thumb “hitchhike” turning body from left to front.
Measure 7 Box or Jazz square beginning with right foot.
Measure 8 Sway with palms down, waist level  RT-LT-RT-LT.
Measure 9 Four steps forward, beginning with right foot and lifting hands forward and up.
Measure 10 (11) Four steps back beginning with right foot and lowering hands down.
REPEAT
Measure 12-19 Imitate a “train” by rowing bent arms and stepping in place. Rows may alternate

directions. This is done throughout solo.
Measure 20-21 All face forward with knees bent, hands on knees, hold pose.
Measure 22-23 Rows switch position from front to back.
Measure 24-25 All bounce, rotating or circling at waist  forward-right-back-left and front.
Measure 26-27 Switch rows again.
Measure 28 Stop, palms up chest high.
Measure 29 Bring hands up higher on beat 1, back to middle on beat 2 and then down on beat 3.
Measure 30-37 Repeat as before.
Measure 38-45(46)

MEN: Roll hands right 2 times on beats 1 and 2, then left 2 times on beats 3 and 4.
Hands at chest level, palms facing each other lift high on beats 1 and 3. Repeat this
pattern throughout.
WOMEN: Sway with hands at waist level, palms down  RT-LT-RT-LT for two mea-
sures then lift hands forward and up and then back down for next two measures.
Repeat this pattern throughout.

Measure 47-51 All do “train” motion again as in Measure 12.
Measure 52 Stop and hold.
Measure 53-60 Repeat as before. Small group in descant can come together in one group, clapping

on the “ands” of each beat, gospel style.
Measure 61-63 All move into one large group, center stage.
Measure 64 All lean to outside beat 1, then lean to inside beat 3.
Measure 65 All lean to outside and hold on beat 1.
Measure 66 Hold lean to outside but faces turn into center and look at each other.

On beat 4, outside hands reach up to sky with jazz hands. Faces look up with jazz
hands.


